
BRANDY  (all 40%) 
 
 

Courvoisier VS Cognac 
An elegant and harmonious cognac with strong notes of fresh fruit and a fresh oaky taste. Complex 
fruity notes with a unique richness and depth. 

Courvoisier VSOP Cognac 
This perfect aromatic balance gives a subtle and elegant VSOP, appreciated neat or mixed in long 
drinks or cocktails. 

Courvoisier XO Cognac 
This perfect aromatic balance gives a subtle and elegant VSOP, appreciated neat or mixed in long 
drinks or cocktails. 

Hennessy Fine de Cognac 
A youthful blend pitched somewhere between VS and VSOP. This is a stylish Cognac whose age lies 
between 4 and 10 years. 

Hennessy VS Cognac 
A fine blend of more than 40 different eaux-de-vie carefully selected from the premier growing areas of 
the Cognac region and chosen for their vivacious qualities. 
Hennessy Privilège VSOP Cognac 
The epitome of balance and class and is a blend of 60 different eaux-de-vie aged up to 15 years. Every 
aspect of this Cognac is perfectly proportioned 
Hennessy XO Cognac 
The first 'extra Old' cognac, is powerful, masculine and generous - a genuine pleasure. It releases 
woody, spicy aromas. Now an established symbol of luxury, its rich character is enhanced by a 
distinctive decanter designed in 1947. 
Martell VS Cognac 
One of the most recognisable brands in the world, this is the foundation of Martell's enormous 
international success and works well on its own or in cocktails. 
Remy Martin VSOP Cognac 
The benchmark for the VSOP category and blended from spirits aged from 4 to 12 years. This latest 
version finishes the cognac in old barrels for a year before bottling. 

Metaxa 7 Star 
Made in classical Greek style to the original recipe from 1888. The marriage of finest spirit, aged in oak 
for 7 years, with Muscat wines and secret botanicals. Mouth-wateringly mellow, full of luscious richness 
and complexity.  
Baron de Sigognac 1983 Armagnac  
This was created under the loving eye of Jean-Claude Guasch, a member of an 800-year-old Gascon 
family. Complex and strong nose, giving floral notes with a characteristic perfume of plums. Very good 
balance in the mouth. A very fine vintage. Winner of many awards. 
Chateau de Breuil Calvados 
A quality French apple brandy from prominent producer Chateau de Breuil. Four years minimum 
ageing in oak casks give it softness and balance.  
Janneau VSOP Armagnac 
A blend of Armagnacs aged for at least 7 years in Montlezun oak. Janneau VSOP is packaged in a 
Basquaise bottle and it has a smooth, aromatic style. 


